The US Signal Approach to Network Security: The Right People
Working with the Right Tools to Manage Potential Vulnerabilities
That’s how the security team at US Signal protects the company’s sprawling network and
cloud platforms for their Midwest customers.
By Jorge González-García, Content Writer, Strategist

The Company
US Signal is a networking, cloud computing and managed services company based in Grand Rapids, Michigan. The company
offers cloud, IT, security and data center services to private and public sector clients in Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and
Wisconsin. The firm was founded in 2000, is headquartered in Grand Rapids, Michigan, employs about 200 staff and is led
by Richard L. Postma, owner, chairman and chief executive.
The Professional
Nick Defoe is director of information security for US Signal. “My role day-to-day involves managing our security operation
center,” he explains. “Our SOC has five people who report directly to me. We have one automation engineer, one security
engineer and three analysts. We handle incident review, vulnerability management, security testing and pen testing. And
also routine things like email phishing and user education. I report to our chief security officer.”
For a medium-size company, US Signal has a surprising number of teams managing various systems. “You’re going to
laugh,” he says. “We’re only a 200-person company, but we’ve got one, two, three, four, at least five different teams that

have responsibility for their own systems. They include corporate IT, security operations, software development and our
cloud engineering, which oversees a large part of our environment given the cloud services they offer.”

The Challenges
That’s complicated enough, but there’s even more according to Defoe. “We also have a completely separate facilities
team that has all kinds of operational technology, security, hardware and facilities management tasks they take care of
themselves. Getting all these disparate groups all into one platform where they can see what they need to do as far as
vulnerability management is important to us.”
US Signal faces security challenges typically dealt with by only much larger companies. “We’re a relatively small company
in terms of head count,” Defoe says. “But we’re a large company in terms of our security requirements, because we are
both an internet service provider and also a cloud-hosting provider. We have a full VMware platform, infrastructure as a
service and cloud-hosting that we offer our customers.”
“As a result, our small team is entrusted with the security of not just our company, but organizations across Michigan,”
Defoe adds. “We have something like seven out of the top ten healthcare systems in Michigan, the largest mental health
provider in west Michigan and numerous financial institutions. So, I’d say we have out-sized security needs. Trying to make
sure that we’re doing security well for our customers is the biggest thing for us.”
Doing security well for customers means paying attention to a range of threats, large and small. “Phishing is, of course, a
major concern,’ Defoe says.” “Beyond that, I would say the accelerating pace of vulnerability discovery. And the required
patching and mitigation of vulnerabilities. That seems to be something that’s accelerated over time. I’ve been at U.S. Signal
for two and a half years now and it just seems to keep coming faster and faster over time.”
Another challenge was that the previous security software they used was not a good fit for their cloud environment. “The
previous product was not particularly cloud-friendly,” he adds. “It required a lot of on-premises infrastructure to get
coverage into all of our various environments. Because of that complexity, it was making it a lot more challenging to
manage our vulnerability assessment program. And that’s when we started looking at other providers.”
US Signal is also obliged to ensure compliance for various security protocols. “We maintain all of these levels of
compliance, including SOC 2, PCI and HIPAA, to ensure our customers we are doing what’s needed security-wise to keep
our company and our customers data safe. We actually go through all of those audits and in a lot of cases it’s the auditors
who provide a report that tells our customers we’re doing the security things we need to do.”

The Solutions
Defoe and his security team took all the previous lessons learned, identified the solutions needed, evaluated competing
products and settled on Rapid7 solutions. “We currently use Rapid7’s IVM, as well as the MDR service. We do have AppSec
and Insight Connect, as well. I would say we don’t use those last two heavily because we don’t have applications that are
public-facing. We have one major internal application and nothing that’s major public-facing.”
When the time came for the US Signal team to find a better solution, the deciding factor came down to the quality of the
Insight agents and how they operate in a cloud environment. “A big one was the ability to use the Insight agents to do
assessments in a more cloud-friendly and remote worker-friendly way,” Defoe says. “The Insight agent has been a great
benefit to us on the vulnerability management front.”
“Also when we were evaluating InsightIDR and the MDR service,” adds Defoe. “It was kind of turn-key and all of the sudden
we were onboarded with MDR. It became an even greater benefit when, all of a sudden, we had log collection instantly
from all our hosts that had the agent. The Insight agent was kind of a key thing, both for IVM adoption, as well as MDR
adoption. We really like that solution a lot.”
“We changed vulnerability management platforms over to Rapid7 just under two years ago. What we found with the
previous solution was that they were still working on modernizing it. Trying to update the product set, I would say, and
trying to create a more cloud-friendly approach.” A work in progress might have functioned for a company less involved
with managing cloud networks and data centers, but that was not the case with US Signal.

“Once we switched over to Rapid7, we gained the ability to collect vulnerability metrics via a more cloud-friendly approach
and that greatly improved our ability to assess all of our systems,” Defoe adds. “We have different network segments, so
we need to segment our production infrastructure from our enterprise infrastructure. And being able to assess those
environments and have efficient interconnection between them is important to us.”
Defoe also points to client conversations that arise after major security situations. “For example, Log4j comes up.
Customers ask, ‘What are you doing about it? Are you impacted? Is the platform we’re using that you provide impacted?”
All those sorts of things, so it’s very important that we have good answers for them when it comes to what we are doing
security-wise, what tools are we using, how we are making sure that our customer environment is secure.”

The Benefits
One of the big benefits for the US Signal team was IDR’s easy deployment. The deployment of IDR was super easy
compared to our previous tool,” Defoe says. “We turned the Insight agents on to collect data for IDR, and all of sudden,
we were seventy-five percent done. The Insight agents provide such good telemetry. We went from nothing to the POC
actually providing real value quickly. The other thing was the accuracy of the alerts out of the IDR and the MDR service.”
“The user interface in IDR is a lot better,” Defoe says. “Before we would have to drill down drill down two levels to get to
the alerts we were trying to review and close. Because we had such a volume of alerts and our partner wasn’t able to help
us tune the platform, we would actually miss alerts because they got buried in this weird user interface. Now, we get a
much higher quality as far as alerts. And all you have to do is install the agent.”
A big benefit for Defoe and his management team is predictability when it comes to charges. “One of the things about IDR
and the MDR service compared to our previous vendor is the fact that we get charged based on the number of Insight
agents. With our previous vendor, even though they knew the number of logs we were ingesting, we would end up with
three times that volume. Which is clearly not the situation you want to be in if you’re doing security.”
Another large plus for US Signal is having MDR as a complement to their own SOC. “The value of MDR for us is that we are
not yet a 24/7 security operation center,” Defoe says. “So having those eyes on glass 24/7, being able to raise and escalate
alerts to us that are of critical importance is a big relief. And in terms of log ingest, with the MDR solution, as I understand
it, the sky is pretty much the limit.”
When a strong team like the one at US Signal has the right security tools in place, things have a way of becoming more
predictable and much less three-alarm fire. “All of the alerts that we’ve gotten out of IDR and MDR over the past few
months have been either security testing or legitimate activity. We haven’t had anything that would classify as a real
security incident. That’s also because we have a very strong endpoint protection platform.”
In the end, Defoe’s security approach is simple and straightforward. “It’s important that our organization has the right
people to meet our security demands, but also that we have the right tools and solutions in place to assist us, and that’s
something we’re constantly evaluating. We are setting ourselves up for success when it comes to managing ongoing
vulnerabilities and identifying weaknesses that might expose us and our customers to risk.”
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